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CJXH-1600DT Small-sized Full-auto Under-hood Refrigerant Filling

Machine

I. Purpose and features

Resulting from 600D improvement, this machine follows the European philosophy of
under-hood filling machine. It is controlled by a microcomputer PLC. The brands of all sealing
elements and gas-circuit control elements inside are famous at home or worldwide. Thus this
equipment is reliable, durable, pleasing to eye and high in efficiency. This machine applies to
refrigerant (F12/F22/134a), air-conditioning lubricant, and other aerosol products
subject to under-hood filling.

II. Composition and parameters

Outline (L*W*H) (mm) 1200*800*1700

Capacity (cans/hr) 800-1800

Gas fill (ml) ≤300 (Customizable)

Repeated filling accuracy 0.5%

Diameter of cans (mm) 35-65 (customizable)

Height of aerosol can (mm) 30-400 (customizable)

Valve (mm) 25.4 (1 inch)

Gas supply (MPA) 0.5-0.7

Max. gas consumption (m^3/min) 1.3

III. Basic structure and working principle

Refrigerant filling needs to be finished before closing, which is different from general
filling method for aerosol products. This equipment consists of closing machine, metered filling
machine, vacuum generator, delay cylinder, feeding booster pump, recycle booster pump, work
benches, racks and pneumatic components. First, the lifting cylinder of the closing machine
descends, and the closing claw holds down the valve cover. Meanwhile, the vacuum generator
starts work so that the lifting cylinder ascends to the limit after the valve cover is adsorbed by the
closing claw. At this time, the valve is separated a little from the can mouth and the metered
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filling machine begins simultaneously to feed liquefied gas (e.g. refrigerant) through the gap
between the valve and the can mouth. After aeration, closing is finished by the closing cylinder.

1. Gas holder; 2. Filling booster pump; 3. Filling metering cylinder; 4. Under-hood filling and
closing machine; 5. Under-hood filling and closing end; 6. Aerosol can; 7. Recycle booster pump;
8. Recycle cylinder

1. Under-hood filling and closing machine; 2. Refrigerant filling metering cylinder; 3. PLC control
panel; 4. Switching control panel; 5. Pressure gage; 6. Booster pump
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